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orinated polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (F-POSS) and its thermal induced motivation and rotation. The thermal treatment makes the membranes achieving amphiphobic-
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ity at a very low cost of F-POSS (13.04 wt.%), which is about 1/3 of without thermal treat-
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phiphobicity even in extreme environments, including strong acid or alkaline solutions. In
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the event of a damaged or abraded membrane surface where the F-POSS can be removed,
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the amphiphobic membrane exhibits self-healing ability with additional thermal treatment.
This simple approach without the use of nanoparticles provides an environmentally friendly
way for fabrication of amphiphobic membranes for anti-surfactant-wetting membrane distillation.
© 2020 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction
Membrane distillation (MD), a thermally-driven, membranebased, desalination technology, can be used for treating highly
saline water such as seawater, reverse osmosis (RO) brine, and
shale gas produced wastewater (Duong et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
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2014b; Wang and Chung, 2013; Wang et al., 2016). Furthermore,
MD can make use of low-grade energy such as solar energy
(Blanco et al., 2009), waste heat (Xu et al., 2006), and geothermal energy (Sarbatly and Chiam, 2013) while also presenting
a promising process for stand-alone or carriable desalination
systems (Woo et al., 2016). Although the ability to separate
hyper saline brine with MD is advantageous, a major and inevitable challenge is treating water sources that contain low
surface tension organic pollutants as they cause severe fouling and wetting problems and ultimately lead to failure for
the MD process (Li et al., 2017; Mosadegh et al., 2014). As low
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surface tension contaminants including oil, dyes, and surfaceactive agents are ubiquitous in hypersaline industrial wastewaters, efficient long term MD-based separation of these hyper saline brines requires resistance to fouling and wetting by
these low surface tension components.
Amphiphobic surfaces that have wetting resistance to
water as well as oil hold great MD application prospect
in treatment of water with low surface tension contaminants (An et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2017a, 2017b; Lin et al.,
2014a; Shan et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018). Artificial amphiphobic surfaces are usually developed via the integration
of re-entrance topography and ultra-low interfacial energy
(Anish et al., 2008, 2007; Pan et al., 2013). Re-entrance surface
topography has been constructed by immobilizing nanoparticles on the surface of the membranes, including grafting
(Boo et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2018b), coating (Lu et al., 2016), and
electrostatic interaction (Woo et al., 2018), while low interfacial energy is typically achieved through surface fluorination by silanization (Chen et al., 2018), coatings of fluoroalkyl
molecules (An et al., 2018), and CF4 plasma modification
(Chul et al., 2017). Although these modification approaches
proved to be effective, the fabrication process are tedious, requiring multiple-step procedure and consuming a wide variety of chemicals. More importantly, nanoparticles present
potential risks to human health and with robust membranenanoparticle attachment being difficult to achieve, new and
improved amphiphobic membrane fabrication techniques are
required (Wang et al., 2013).
In recent years, electrospinning has gained attraction as
a method for fabricating nanofiber membranes with special
wettability owing to its commonality and desirable intrinsic
membrane properties that are associated with the electrospinning process such as high porosity and re-entrance surface topography (Li et al., 2016; Su et al., 2017, 2019, 2018).
Likewise, fluorinated-decyl polyhedraloligomeric silsesquioxane (F-POSS) is a promising material for fabrication of amphiphobic surfaces free of nanoparticles because of its extremely low surface energy (Anish et al., 2007). Previous
works have successfully demonstrated the fabrication of
amphiphobic surfaces via the electrospinning of F-POSS,
where F-POSS is generally dispersed in the electrospinning dope solution in two ways: (1) dissolution via solvents of F-POSS (typically special fluoride solvent, like hexafluorobenzene (Sharma et al., 2013), 1,3-dichloro-1,1,2,2,3pentafluoropropane (Golovin et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2013)
and 2,3-dihydrodecafluoropentane (Boban et al., 2018)), or
(2) directly dispersed in a non-solvent of F-POSS (such as
dimethylformamide (Lu et al., 2018a)). The first method realizes amphiphobicity while requiring less F-POSS to achieve
uniform deposition of the low surface energy molecule, but
the fluoride-based solvents are environmentally toxic. On
the other hand, the second method requires much more
expensive F-POSS to realize amphiphobicity. For example,
our previous research found that the amphiphobic surface
was not achieved until the mass ratio of F-POSS/PVDF-HFP
(polyvinylidenefluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) reached as
high as 50% (Lu et al., 2018a).
In this study, a robust and nanoparticle-free membrane
was prepared from a simple electrospinning and post-thermal
treatment process, without use of fluoride-based solvents and
nanoparticles. After a simple post-thermal treatment, the FPOSS can migrate from the bulk fibers to the surface and form
a F-POSS rich layer, thus achieving amphiphobicity at a lower
cost of F-POSS (13.04 wt.%). The wetting resistance of the fabricated membranes was quantified by measuring the contact
angle of several kinds of low-surface-tension liquids. The influence of the F-POSS to polymer mass ratio and the treating temperature on the amphiphobicity of the membrane was
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also investigated. Furthermore, we challenged the amphiphobic membrane’s wetting resistance with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant in a direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) process. The mechanism of SDS affinity onto the
membrane surface was calculated quantitatively according
to the extended Derjaguin Landau Verwey Overbeek (XDLVO)
theory. The mechanical and chemical durability of the membrane were also investigated along with its self-healing nature
after abrasion via a simple thermal treatment. It is expected
that this study may guide a new strategically design for fabricating amphiphobic membranes for treatment of surfactant
containing hyper saline water via MD.

1.

Materials and methods

1.1.

Materials

Vinyl-polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (vinyl-POSS),
perfluorodecanethiol, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone
(DMPA), and PVDF-HFP (Molecular weight = 450,000 g/mol)
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Acetone,
N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), ethanol, ethylene glycol (EG)
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were all obtained from
Beijing Chemical Industry (Beijing, China).

1.2.
Fabrication and thermal treatment of F-POSS hybrid
membrane
The F-POSS was synthesized via thiol-ene click reaction
between vinyl-POSS and perfluorodecanethiol through UV
irradiation (Chen et al., 2015), as shown in Fig. 1a. The
dope-solutions were prepared by dispersing F-POSS particles
(3 wt.%) in a mixed solution with 20 wt.% of PVDF-HFP, 57 wt.%
of DMF and 20 wt.% of acetone at 25°C for approximately 24 hr.
Electrospinning was performed on an electrospinning instrument (TL-01, Tongli Tech, China). The operation conditions are
as follows: dope solution flow velocity of 1.2 mL/hr, a rotating
speed of 1200 r/min, applied positive voltage of 13.5 kV, negative voltage of -0.5 kV. The prepared membranes were then
put into an oven at 80°C. The pristine PVDF-HFP membrane
was designated as F-0, the F-POSS/PVDF-HFP composite membrane with an F-POSS/PVDF-HFP mass ratio of 15% was designated as F-15. Post-thermal treatment was conducted on the
aforementioned membranes at 120°C for about 2 hr and the
corresponding membranes were marked as F-0-H, F-15-H. Two
more F-POSS hybrid membranes with different F-POSS/PVDFHFP mass ratios of 35% and 50% were also fabricated to investigate the effects of F-POSS/PVDF-HFP mass ratios on the membrane wetting properties. Thermal-treated of F-15 membrane
also conducted at 80, 100 and 140°C for 2 hr to investigated
the effects of mass-ratio of F-POSS/PVDF-HP on the membrane
wetting properties.

1.3.

Membrane characterizations

A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM,
SU8020, Japan) was used to characterize morphology of the
composite membrane. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used to analyze the surface chemistry of the fabricated membranes. The
hydrophobicity and amphiphobicity of the prepared membranes were also investigated through a contact angle analyzer (DSA-100, KRUSS, German). Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (FT-IR, T27-HyperionVector22, Bruker, Germany)
equipped with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) device
was used to analyze the synthesis of F-POSS.
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Fig. 1 – (a) Schematic of the synthesis of fluorinated-decyl polyhedraloligomeric silsesquioxane (F-POSS), (b) Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) spectra of vinyl-POSS and F-POSS powder, scanning electron microscope (SEM) of (c)
pristine polyvinylidenefluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) membrane (named as F-0), (d) F-POSS/PVDF-HFP
composite membrane with a F-POSS/PVDF-HFP mass ratio of 15% (named as F-15), and (e) thermal-treated F-15 membrane
(named as F-15-H).

1.4.

Membrane distillation experiments

MD experiments were performed on a laboratory homemade
MD unit (Appendix A Fig. S1). The membrane module has
an effective area of 32 cm2 . The 3.5 wt.% NaCl feed solution
was maintained at 50°C while circulating at a flow rate of
0.24 L/min. The distillate stream was kept at 25°C and circulated at the same flow rate. The mass and conductivity of the
distillate stream were monitored real-time to determine vapor
flux as well as salt rejection. To challenge the wetting resistance of the fabricated membrane, 0.1 mmol/L SDS was added
into the hot side solution 2 hr after the operation and kept an
incremental adding rate of 0.2 mmol/L every 2 hr.

1.5.

Durability and self-healing ability test

To determine the mechanical robustness of the amphiphobic hybrid membrane, they were subjected to ultrasonication
in 3 mmol/L SDS solution. The chemical resistance of the
membranes were tested by immersing in H2 SO4 (pH = 1) and
NaOH (pH = 14) solutions. The abrasion experiments were performed using sand paper (P1000, Starcke, German) under a 50 g
load. Rubbing the surface back and forth with the sand paper 10 times will be denoted as 1 abrasion; after 1 abrasion,
the membrane was subjected to thermal treatment at 120°C
for 2 hr and then the membrane contact angle was measured
with alcohol.

2.

Results and discussion

2.1.

Surface properties of fabricated membrane

The successful synthesis of F-POSS via thiol-ene click reaction between vinyl-POSS and perfluorodecanethiol under
UV irradiation was demonstrated by the carbon and fluorine
(C-F) peaks (˜1143 cm−1 ) and carbon and sulfur (C-S) peaks
(˜1202 cm−1 ) observed in the FTIR spectra (Fig. 1b) (Chen et al.,
2015; Cao et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2020). Three membranes including F-0, F-15, and F-15-H were fabricated to investigate the
effects of F-POSS addition and thermal treatment. SEM images
(Fig. 2c-e) illustrate that the three membranes exhibit similar
fiber-connected-web structures with no aggregates or beads
on the fiber-surface. Although F-POSS particles cannot be dissolved in DMF solution, the polar fluorinated decyl groups
of F-POSS interact strongly with PVDF-HFP matrixes bringing
about uniform and homogenously dispersed dope-solution,
thereby uniform nanofibrous nanofibrous structure (without
bumps or beads) can be formed (An et al., 2017).
The impacts of thermal treatment on the chemical composition of the membrane surface were investigated by XPS.
The wide-scan spectrum (Fig. 2a) shows all the samples were
dominated by F1s and C1s signals at 688 and 288 eV. With
the addtion of F-POSS, typical peaks at 104, 165, and 533 eV
were observed in F-15, which were attributed to Si2p, S2p and
O1s, respectively. However, after thermal treatment at 120°C,
membrane F-15-H featured more apparent Si2p, S2p, and O1s
peaks. The C1s core-level spectrum (Fig. 2b-e) showed some
detailed information about the forms of carbon atoms. For
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Fig. 2 – Spectra of (a) XPS wide scan, XPS C 1s core-level spectra of (b) pure F-POSS powder, (c) F-0, (d) F-15, (e) and F-15-H, (f)
mass concentration of F-POSS on the surface of the nanofiber, and (g) schematic diagram of the motivation and rotation of
F-POSS molecular during thermal treatment.

F-0, peaks at 284.33, 286.68, 289.48 and 293.87 eV were attributed to C-C/C=C, C-H, CF2 -CH2 and CF3 bonds, respectively.
By contrast, the hybrid membrane (F-15) showed new C atom
in the form of CF2 -CF2 (291.58 eV) (Woodward et al., 2003;
Yan et al., 2005). However, when conducting post-thermal
treatment at 120°C, the hybrid membrane (F-15-H) featured
similar C1s peaks to that of pure F-POSS, indicating that the
CF2 -CH2 peaks mostly changed to CF2 -CF2 peaks and CF3
peaks were greatly enhanced. Furthermore, based on the results of surface compositions from XPS (Appendix A Table S1),
the mass concentration of the F-POSS on the surface of F-15
and F-15-H was also calculated as shown in Fig 2f. The experimentally determined F-POSS surface concentration of F15 is 31.47 wt.%, which is much higher than the theoretical
value (13.04 wt.%). The F–POSS molecule comprises eight fluorinated decyl groups including 136 fluorine atoms surrounding the POSS cage, making the molecule extremely low in surface free energy as well as lubricating the molecule rotation of
F-POSS molecule (Wang et al., 2011, 2013). Thermal-treatment
increased the rotation and movement of F-POSS (Tang and
Lewin, 2009; Wu et al., 2016), thus an increasing number of
fluorinated decyl chains were subjected to the surface, which
can minimize the surface free energy. Additionally, after thermal treatment, the mass concentration of the F-POSS in the

F-15-H approximately doubled (62.13 wt.%) that of the F15 (31.47 wt.%). These results prove that the F-POSS migration and rotation during the thermal treatment as shown in
Fig. 2g.

2.2.

Wetting behavior of fabricated membranes

Effects of post-thermal treatment on the wetting properties of
the membrane were characterized by contact angle (CA) measurements with pure liquids with a wide range of surface tensions (γ), including water (γ ≈ 72.8 mN/m), ethylene glycol (EG,
γ ≈ 46.49 mN/m), mineral oil (γ ≈ 30 mN/m), and ethanol (γ ≈
22.1 mN/m). It can be seen that pristine membrane F-0 was hydrophobic with water CA of 131.9° while oleophilic with ethylene glycol CA of 76.4° and mineral oil and ethanol CA’s of 0°
(Fig. 3a). Upon addition of F-POSS, membrane F-15 exhibited
superior resistance to water (CA = 143.8°) and EG (CA = 122.6°),
while still be oleophilic to mineral oil (CA = 87.2°) and ethanol
(CA = 0). However, after 120°C thermal treatment, the F-15H membrane exhibited excellent amphiphobicity with high
resistance to water (CA = 152.4°), EG (CA = 139.9°), mineral
oil (CA = 134.8°) and ethanol (CA = 120.3°) (Fig. 3b). This result demonstrates that post-thermal treatment can greatly
enhance the amphiphobicity of the membrane surface. Addi-
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Fig. 3 – Contact angles of water, ethylene glycol (EG), mineral oil, and ethanol on F-0 and F-15 (a) before and (b) after
post-thermal treatment.

Fig. 4 – Contact angles of water and ethanol on (a) F-15 under different thermal treatment temperatures and (b) on the
membranes with different mass ratios of F-POSS to PVDF-HFP polymer after thermal treatment at 120°C for 2 hr. F-15
indicates the membrane before thermal treatment.

Fig. 5 – Water vapor flux and salt rejection of (a) F-0, (b) F-15, and (c) F-15-H at different sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS)
concentrations as observed in the direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) runs.

tionally, thermal treatment of the F-0 membrane induced no
obvious change in CA, indicating that the thermal treatment
only affects the F-POSS. The high concentration of low surface energy groups (CF2 -CF2 and CF3 ) caused by the thermalinduced movement and rotation of F-POSS leads to the
excellent amphiphobicity of the thermal-treated F-POSS hybrid membrane (Alexander et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2012).
The effect of thermal treating temperature and ratio of FPOSS to PVDF-HFP polymer (after thermal treatment) on the
membrane wetting behaviors were also analyzed (Fig. 4a). After thermal treatment at 80°C there was no observable change

in water or ethanol CA on the F-15 surface, while the ethanol
CA increased drastically from 0 to 73.2° after thermal treatment at 100°C. Increasing the thermal treatment temperature to 120°C allowed the membrane to achieve amphiphobicity with water and ethanol CA of 152.7° and 120.3°, respectively. These results indicate that the thermal treatment
temperature is very important for the movement and rotation of F-POSS. When heating at 120°C, the mobility of F-POSS
molecules can be greatly enhanced, which can minimize the
surface free energy intensively (Li et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2011). Additional increase of the thermal treatment temper-
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Fig. 6 – Variation of contact angles of water and ethanol on the F-15 membrane after immersion in (a) H2 SO4 (pH = 1) and (b)
NaOH (pH = 14) solutions, (c) schematic of the self-healing experiments (yellow pigment was added to the ethanol to have
color contrast), and (d) change in ethanol contact angle on the F-15-H during the self-healing experiments.

ature to 140°C, did not change the water or ethanol CA drastically. This may be because the F-POSS on the surface of F15 was nearly saturated with 120°C heating treatment. Further heating treatment may have small effect in increasing
the amount of F-POSS on the membrane surface.
Effects of the mass ratio of F-POSS to PVDF-HFP polymer (after thermal treatment at 120°C for 2 hr) on the membrane wetting properties were also investigated (Fig. 4b). The
CA of water and ethanol increased from 131.9° and 0° to
151.2° and 120.3°, respectively, with the addition F-POSS at
15 wt.%. Any additional increase in the mass ratio of F-POSS
to 35% and 50% only increased the membrane amphiphobicity slightly more than that of F-15-H membrane, demonstrating the F-POSS on the surface of F-15-H was nearly saturated.
Effects of the mass ratios of F-POSS to PVDF-HFP polymer (before thermal-treatment) on the membrane wetting properties
were also investigated (Appendix A Fig. S2). Without thermal
treatment, the membrane was not amphiphobic until the FPOSS to PVDF-HFP polymer mass ratio reached 50%. Further,
this membrane only showed slightly higher CA with water
(154.6°) and ethanol (128.1°) than that of F-15-H (151.3° for water and 120.3° for ethanol). This result indicates that the thermal treatment helps the F-POSS hybrid membrane obtain a
similar wetting property at one third the cost of F-POSS.

2.3.
Membrane distillation performance in the presence of
surfactants
The prepared F-POSS hybrid membranes and pristine PVDFHFP membrane were tested to investigate their performance

for anti-surfactant-wetting MD. Direct contact membrane distillation experiments were conducted with a 3.5 wt.% NaCl
feed solution while adding SDS to the feed solution every
2 hr. In the experimental set up, the distillate tank was placed
higher than the feed tank such that surfactant-inducedwetting would cause liquid distillate to penetrate the membrane and pass directly to the feed solution, indicated by a
reduction in transmembrane vapor flux. The vapor flux of the
F-0 membrane decreased almost immediately to zero with the
drop of 0.1 mmol/L SDS (Fig. 5). As for the F-15 membrane, flux
gradually decreased to around 50% of the initial flux after 12 hr
operation with SDS concentration up to 0.5 mmol/L. However,
the F-15-H membrane displayed stable flux for 12 hr, indicating its resistance to wetting in the presence of highly concentrated surfactants.

2.4.

Anti-wetting mechanism of amphiphobic membrane

The different MD performance of the three membranes can be
explained through the SDS affinity difference onto the membrane surface that can be calculated quantitatively based on
the extended extended Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek
(XDLVO) theory (Zuo and Wang, 2013). The interaction between organic pollutants and membrane surface can be assessed to understand the fouling/wetting mechanisms during membrane distillation (Kim and Hoek, 2007; Subhi et al.,
2012). The detailed description of XDLVO theory is shown in
Appendix A. Supplementary data.
Table 1 shows the contact angles of three kinds of liquids on the fabricated membranes. All the composite mem-
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Table 1 – Contact angles of three liquids on membranes
and foulant.
Samples

θ W (◦ )

θ E (◦ )

θ D (◦ )

F-0
F-15
F-15-H
SDS

125.0
138.0
151.3
45.9

76.4
121.9
140.4
87.3

107.1
114.4
132.5
68.3

θ W , θ E , θ D are the contact angles by using water, ethylene glycol, and
diiodomethane, respectively.

Table 2 – Surface tension parameters of three membranes
and foulant.
Samples

γ (mN/m)

γLW (mN/m)

γ+ (mN/m)

γ− (mN/m)

F-0
F-15
F-15-H
SDS

6.0
4.0
1.2
17.6

6.0
4.0
1.2
17.6

3.4
2.2
0
0

0
0
0
62.2

γ: the surface tension; γLW : the dispersive component of surface
tension; γ+ : the electron–acceptor components of surface tension;
γ− : the electron–donor components of surface tension.

Table 3 – Interaction energy between SDS and membranes surfaces.
Membranes

GSWL (mJ/m2 )

2
GLW
SWL (mJ/m )

2
GAB
SWL (mJ/m )

F-0
F-15
F-15-H

-34.91
-33.29
-25.74

-2.10
-2.53
-3.39

-32.81
-30.76
-22.35

GSWL : total interfacial free energy; GLW
SWL : Lifshitz–Van Der Waals
free energy; GAB
SWL : acid–base free energy.

branes showed a great repelling toward three types of liquids.
The surface tension parameters of each membrane were calculated as shown in Table 2. All the three membranes had
a low surface energy (γ) and a zero electron donor component (γ− ), representing non-polar component of surface tension (Subhi et al., 2012). Particularly, the surface energy of F15-H is extremely low with the result of 1.2 mN/m, indicating
that it is less likely to be wetted or polluted by contaminants.
Table 3 shows the calculated result of the interfacial
free energy between membrane surface and SDS droplets.
All the three membranes showed a negative total interfacial free energy (GSWL ), indicating that the interfacial forces between the membrane and SDS pollutants
would promote membrane fouling. Although the composite membranes have a tendency to be fouled by SDS, the
F-15-H amniphobic membrane had a relatively lower negative value compared with other two membranes, thereby rendering higher wetting resistance in the presence of highly
concentrated surfactants. Besides, by comparing the value of
Lifshitz–Van Der Waals free energy (GLW
SWL ) and acid–base free
energy (GAB
),
the
polar
interaction
(acid-base
component)
SWL
is dominant over van der Waals force in the total interaction
of the composite membranes. This result is consistent with
previous research (Gourley et al., 1994; Meinders et al., 1995).

2.5.
Durability and self-healing ability of the
amphiphobic membrane
Long term stability of the amphiphobic membrane is important for their practical application. The chemical resistance
was tested by immersing the F-15-H membrane into 1 mol/L
HCl and 1 mol/L NaOH solutions for 72 hr, respectively. Since
the nanofibers of electrospun membranes are weak connected
(physical stacking), the membrane used for the abrasion experiment was treated by solvent-welding (Su et al., 2018) to
enhance the interconnections of nanofibers (see SEM image
of welded membrane in Appendix A Fig. S4). Thus, the abrasion only destroyed the surface of fibers rather than peel off
the fibers directly. The CA changed only slightly after immersion in strong acid and strong alkaline solution, suggesting
its great chemical resistance (Fig. 6a and b). The mechanical resistance of the amphiphobic membrane was demonstrated by its stable CA under ultrasonication for 60 min in
3 mmol/L SDS solution (Appendix A Fig. S3). The fabricated
membrane also shows self-healing property. After abrading
the membrane surface with sand paper, the ethanol CA decreased sharply, but it recovered 94.2% and 83.9% after two
self-healing thermal treatments at 120°C, respectively. Base on
the thermal-induced movement and rotation of F-POSS, when
the F-POSS on the surface was damaged by abrasion, the FPOSS located within the bulk nanofiber (healing agent) can
migrate to the surface and thus recover the membrane amphiphobicity (Li et al., 2018).

3.

Conclusions

Amphiphobic nanofiber membrane was fabricated via electrospinning and a post-thermal treatment. After thermal treatment, the surface contents of F-POSS increased significantly
(from 33.3 to 62.13 wt.%) due to the substantial surface migration of F-POSS molecules which was confirmed by surface
chemical analysis (XPS). The hybrid membrane exhibits great
amphiphobicity with ethanol contact angle of 120.1°, while requiring a small amount of F-POSS (only 15 wt.% in PVDF-HFP)
and without using environmentally toxic fluoride solvents.
Robust membrane distillation performance was observed for
the amphiphobic membrane in SDS contained feed solution.
Further, the fabricated membrane exhibited stable amphiphobicity under extreme environments including strong acidic or
alkaline solutions. The amphiphobic membrane also shows
self-healing ability against abrasion. It is believed that this
study proposed a green technology for fabrication of amphiphobic membrane for anti-surfactant-wetting membrane
distillation.
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